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Abstract 
It is shown that the block-intersection graph of a pairwise balance design with ),= l is 
edge-pancyclic given that its minimum block cardinality is at least 3. 
1. Introduction 
Let K be a finite set of positive integers, and let 2 and v be positive integers uch that 
v > max K (here max K is the maximum element in K; similarly for min K). A pairwise 
balanced design, denoted PBD(v, K,2), is a pair (V, ~'), where V is a finite set whose 
elements are called points, ~ is a collection of subsets of V, called blocks, such that 
I vI = v, the blocks have their cardinalities from K and any pair of distinct points is 
contained in exactly 2 blocks. If K= {k}, then (V,~) is called a balanced incomplete 
block design and we denote it by BIBD(v, k, 2). When k = 3 and ). = 1, the pair (V, ~)  is 
called a Steiner triple system. 
Let G be a graph. G is pancyclic if for every integer n, 3 ~< n ~< I V(G)I, there is a cycle 
of length n in G. G is edge-pancyclic (vertex-pancyclic) if for every edge e (vertex v) of G, 
there is a cycle of length n in G using e(v). 
There are many ways of defining graphs from designs. The interested reader is 
referred to the survey found in [3]. In this paper we use the following graph: for each i, 
0 ~< i ~< max K, the block-intersection graph of a PBD (v, K, 2), (V, ~), denoted by B i(~),  
has vertex-set ~ and has two vertices adjacent if and only if their corresponding 
blocks have i points in common. For balanced incomplete block designs, block- 
intersection graphs of these types have been used as effective isomorphism 
invariants to distinguish non-isomorphic designs that have the same parameters 
(see [-3]). 
When i> 1 and 2= 1, the block-intersection graph Bi(~), where (V,~¢) is any 
PBD(v, K, 2), is just the graph of order I~1 whose edge-set is empty. Some attention 
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however, has been given to the cycle properties of BI(~@). Horfik and Rosa were the 
first to show that if (V,M) is a BIBD(v,k, 1), k~>3, then BI(~) is hamiltonian [4]. 
Alspach, Heinrich and Mohar subsequently proved that if (V,~) is a PBD(v,K, 1) 
such that max K~<2minK, then BI(N') is hamiltonian [2]. Even more recently, 
Alspach and Hare proved that if (V,~) is a BIBD(v,k, 1), k>~3, then BI(~) is 
edge-pancyclic and that the same is true for transversal designs [1]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. / f  (V,~) is a PBD(v,K, 1) with minK~>3, then the block-intersection 
graph BI(~) is edge-pancyclie. 
The proof of Theorem 1 generalizes the proof in [1] for balanced incomplete block 
designs. We close this section with an example of a design and one of its block- 
intersection graphs that is not even hamiltonian (note that i,). > 1). 
Example. A (6,3,2)-design (V,9~) such that the block-intersection graph B2(~) is 
non-hamiltonian. 
Let V={1,2,3,4,5,6} and M={{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{l,3,5},{1,4,6},{1,5,6},{2,3,6}, 
{2,4, 5}, {2, 5, 6}, {3,4, 5}, {3,4, 6}}. Then Bz(~) is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. 
(The example was also discovered by Mahmoodian [5].) 
2. Proof of main theorem 
As much as possible, lower-case letters are used for positive integers or for points of 
a design, capital etters are used for blocks of a design (or equivalently vertices of the 
block-intersection graph) or sets of points of the design, and script style letters denote 
designs or sets of blocks of a design. The following notation will be used throughout 
the paper. Let (V, ~) be a PBD(v, K, 1), let I--rain K and let u = max K. Moreover, let 
B*ECJ, B*={bl,b2 ..... bk} for some k~K, and for i=1,2 ...... k, let 
.~,= {Be~: Bc~B*={b,}}. 
Finally, let ~*=~lw.~zu ... u ~k and let G=BI(~).  
We first start with a lemma about N'*, the neighborhood of B*. 
Lemma 2. In the graph G, for i,je{1,2 ..... k}, i ¢j, and B~d$i, the number of neighbors 
of B in dSj is ]B[--1 and the number of edges between d~i and 9¢j is v -k .  Furthermore, 
v -k  v -k  
u--1 ~<1~i[ ~ I--1 
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G B* 
Fig. 1. Proposition 3 guarantees the existence of a p-path in H. 
Proof. Let B~g.  For each x~B\{b~} there is a unique block Bx of ~ j  containing 
{x, b j}. Moreover, if {x, y} c B\  {b~ }, x ¢ y, then Bx # By. Thus the number of edges in 
G between B and ~j  is IB]- 1 and hence the number of edges between 9~ and Mj is 
(IBI-1). 
B~i  
On the other hand, there are v-k  pairs {x, bi}, x~V\B* ,  all of these pairs are 
contained in blocks from ~i, and every Be l l  contains [B[--1 of the pairs. Thus, 
(IBr-1)=v-k 
BE~ i
and the first part of the lemma is proved. For all BE~i, l~< ]BJ ~<u and so 
(I-1)1.~,1~< ~ (Inl-l)-~<(u-1)l.~d. 
BE.~ i 
The lemma is thus proved. [] 
It will be seen in the proof of Theorem 1 that each case is divided into first 
constructing 'short' cycles and then constructing 'long' cycles that contain a particular 
edge. The following proposition is the core of the proof of the theorem. It guarantees 
the existence of long paths which are used in the proof to construct long cycles. 
Proposition 3. Suppose (V ,~)  is a PBD(v, K, 1) such that l>~3 and suppose B* is any 
block of 95 such that ]B*] = u. Let A* be any vertex of 952, let cg ~ ~ \ (9~2 w~3 u -.. w ~u) 
and let H = G [95\ (cgu~ 1 w {B* })]. For each p, 1 <~ p <~ I V(H )1 -- 1, there is a path in H of 
length p that starts in A* and ends in a vertex of ~* \~ l .  
Proof. Figure 1 illustrates the statement of the proposition. 
Let p E{ 1, 2 ..... ] V(H)] - 1 } and n = [M* \ ~11 - 1. If p ~< n, then the desired path is 
straightforward to construct. Form a path of length n by starting at A* and including 
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the rest of the vertices of ~z  in any order (~ is clique in H so this is possible). Next, 
choose a neighbor in ~3 of the last vertex in ~z of the path constructed so far, and 
continue the path from the neighbor using the rest of the vertices of ~'3 in any order. 
Note that since l >/3 and since H is an induced subgraph of G, Lemma 2 guarantees 
that such a neighbor exists. Repeat his last step in ~4, then in N'5, and so on until the 
path includes all the vertices of ~* \~1.  The subpath of this path that starts in A* of 
length p is the desired path. 
Suppose therefore that p > n. We will use p -  n vertices of H that are not in ~*  \ ~1 
with the n+l  vertices of ~* \~.  To do this, a sequence of paths in the rest of 
H having p-n  vertices are joined to the vertices of ~*\~¢a. 
Let ~=M\(~ ~*~{B*  }).(~ is the set of all vertices in H not in N'*.) Let L~l be 
a path of maximum length in H [@] (the subgraph of H induced by the vertices of @). 
Forj>~ 1, let ~j+~ be a path of maximum length in H[~j+I ] ,  where 
Moreover, let s be the first integer j such that @j+~=0. Let ~'~,~A/'2 ..... ~ be 
a truncation of ~a ,  2'2 ..... 2'~ such that [ V(Jg' l)u V(~+~2)~ ... u V(JVt) l=p-n. 
For j= l ,2  ..... t, choose a j~V\A*  from the first vertex (a block) of ~ and 
c~s V\ A* from the last vertex of ~V~ so that c~ ¢ a t (note that this is possible since any 
vertex of~V~ has at least three points and at most one of them is in A*). Define Z to be 
the bipartite graph (X, Y), where X = {al, Cl, a2, c2 ..... a~, c~}(note that because of the 
maximality of the 5a~ paths, IX[ =2t), Y=~* ' , , (~  {A*}), and for all x~X and Be Y, 
xBeE(Z)  if an only if xeB. Since dz(x )=u- I  for all xeX, and dz(B)~u-1  for all 
BeY, Z has a matching that saturates X. Let 
{alA1, cl CI, a2A2, c2C2 ... . .  atAt, c,G} 
be such a matching. Then for each je{1,2 ..... t}, ~ j=A~f iC  ~ is a path in H that 
starts and ends in N'*\(~lw{A*}).  
We need an orderly way to create the p-path using these paths. Let ~/  be the 
multigraph that has vertex-set {~2,s~3 ..... ~,} and edge-set {el,e2 ..... e,}, where 
e i={Nx,~y } (there may be loops i fx=y) ,  AjeNx, and C je~ r, fo r j= l ,2  ..... t. Let 
q be the number of connected components of J [ ,  and for i = 1,2 ..... q, let 2o~ be the 
number of odd degree vertices of component i. For each i-- 1,2 ..... q, if o~ > 0, then 
decompose the edge-set of component i of J/g into o~ edge-disjoint open trails, and if 
oi=0, then component i has an Euler trail. Let Y be the set of all of these trails. 
Note that E(~)=UT~-E(T  ) and that if o~>0 for some iE{1,2 ..... q}, then the 
edge-disjoint trails of component i must begin and end in the 2oz vertices of odd 
degree. Thus if two trails T1, T2 e ~-- have a common end-vertex in ~¢', then T1 = Tz. 
Each trail Te ~, T=~qej l~2ej2  ...e jr ~ ,  is easily transformed into a path ~r  in 
H: -,~r = ~-jl ~j2 "" ~j, ,, where ~i is either ~ j  or its reverse, forj  = 1, 2 ..... t. The rest of 
the proof involves changing all the -~r into cycles and combining these cycles into 
a single path. Before we continue, though, we need a definition. 
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We define a clique-edge to be an edge BC of G such that for some ie{2, 3 ..... u}, 
B, Ce V(~i). We say a path or cycle ~ in G is clique-edge extendible avoidin9 ~ for 
some s~= V(~)¢~*  i f~  satisfies: Be(V(~)c~*) \d  if and only ifB is incident with 
a clique-edge from E(~). Note that a path or cycle ~ which is clique-edge xtendible 
avoiding a set d actually contains a clique-edge if and only if d ¢ V(~?)¢~*. With 
this definition, we have for each Te~-- that 2 r  is clique-edge xtendible avoiding the 
set of its end-vertices (the end-vertices being precisely those vertices on the paths 
which are not incident with clique-edges from the paths). 
We now perform extensions on the 2r  to turn them into cycles in H which are 
clique-edge xtendible avoiding a special set of vertices. We proceed step by step 
through the cliques N'2,~3 ..... ~ , ,  looking in stepj for a path that has an end-vertex 
in ~j .  If such a path exists, then we extend it to a cycle or to a longer path. 
Let N1 = {(2r, so/r): Te3--}, where dr  is the set of end-vertices o f~r ,  for all Te~-.  
It will be shown that at each step j, 1 ~ j <~ u, the newly formed set ~t'j of paths and 
cycles with their special sets of vertices will have the following properties: 
(P1) If (2,_d)~ N j, then 2 is a path or cycle in H which is clique-edge xtendible 
avoiding ~4, A*6 ~4, and the paths and cycles are mutually vertex disjoint; 
(P2) If (2 ,d )c~j  and 2 is a cycle, then 2 contains a clique-edge; 
(P3) If (2 ,~)c~¢j  and 2 is a path, then ~ has both its end-vertices in 
(~j+ lk,J~j+ 2k,-J "'" Lieu) ("5 ,~; and 
(P4) For each i=2,3 ..... u, 1{(2, su~)e~j :~ic~d¢0}l~<l ,  and for all (2,~¢/)eN~, 
],~¢~/[~<2. Moreover, 2 is a path with both its end-vertices in N~ if and only if 
].~i ~ ~ l  =2.  
Property (P4) may be the least understandable of the properties. It ensures that for 
each i = 2, 3 ..... u there is at most one path or cycle having a vertex in ~ which is not 
incident with a clique-edge on the path or cycle, and that a path has at most two such 
vertices in N'~ and it has two if and only if these vertices are the nd-vertices ofthe path. 
Moreover, (P4) implies that every cycle has at most one vertex in ~ which is not 
incident with a clique-edge of the cycle since any cycle has at most two such vertices by 
(P4) but cannot have two (only paths can have two by (P4)). 
Properties (PI)-(P4) are true for ~ .  Suppose that for some j, l<j<~u, ~ 
satisfies (P1)-(P4). We define ~ using the following cases with the intention that N~ 
will also satisfy (P1)-(P4). Since ~/i 1 satisfies (P4), we may use the following three 
main cases. 
Case 1: There does not exist an end-vertex S of a path 2 which is clique-edge 
extendible avoiding ~ such that Se~j¢~ and (2 ,~)eNj  ~. In this case we let 
~=N~_a.  By the induction hypothesis ~_~ satisfies (P1)-(P4). Thus N~ satisfies 
(PI), (P2), and (P4). Since ~ ~ satisfies (P3) and we are in Case 1, N'~ satisfies (P3). 
Case 2: There exist end-vertices S,F~,  SCF, of a path 2 which is clique-edge 
extendible avoiding ~ such that (2, ~)  e~/i l- In this case we replace a path avoiding 
a set with a cycle avoiding a set. Without loss of generality, let 2 start in S and end in 
F. Let 2 '=2S,  let s~/' = x//\ {S, F~, and let ~ j=(~/  ~ ",,, [(2, ~)})w {(2', s~")}. Then the 
cycle 2'  is clique-edge xtendible avoiding ,~' and A*¢~'  since A*¢~.  Thus N/ 
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satisfies (P1). Since SFeE(,~') is a clique-edge, ~j  satisfies (P2). Any path (avoiding 
a set) in ~j  is also in ~j_ 1 and ~ has no path with an end-vertex inNj (there can only 
be one since ~j_ 1 satisfies (P4) and we have dealt with it here in Case 2), and so ~j  
satisfies (P3). Since ~j -1  satisfies (P4), S, Fe~ and hence N ic~d'=0.  Thus ~j  
satisfies (P4). 
Case 3: There exists a path 2 which is clique-edge xtendible avoiding d which 
starts in a vertex S e Nj such that (2, ~¢)e ~j_ 1 and Nj c~ d = {S}. 
Let 2 end in a vertex FEN,,, for some me{2,3 ..... u}. Since Nj - t  satisfies (P3), 
m>~j, and since F#S and Njc-~d = {S}, FCNj. Hence m>j>~2. Let N"(S)= {BEN,.: 
s B#O}. 
We choose a vertex Q from Nm(S) carefully. Let {Q 1, Qz ..... Qr} = v(2)c~N" so that 
the indices of the Qi correspond to their order on the path 2 (from S to F). Note that 
Qr=F and so r>~l. If r> l ,  then since FeN,~n~¢ and 2 is clique-edge xtendible 
avoiding ~¢ by (P1), F is not incident with a clique-edge from 2 implying that 
Q,_IQrCE(2). Moreover, QxQ2~E(2) since Q16~¢ and hence is incident with 
a clique-edge in N,.. The other end-vertex of this clique-edge appears next on the path 
2 and so must be Qz. 
Since l~> 3, IN,.(S)[/> 2, and so we choose Q ~ N,.(S)\ {Q1 }. We will use the fact that 
Q # Q1 in Case 3(f). 
We have several subcases depending on where the vertex Q is within N,.. 
Case 3(a): For all (~,e~')e~j_~, Q¢ V(~i). Let 2'=2QS, let z~"=~C\{F}, and let 
~j  = (~j_ 1 \ {(2, ~¢)}) w {(~', ~¢')}. Since 2 is clique-edge xtendible avoiding d and 
QFeE(.~') is a clique-edge, ,,~' is clique-edge extendible avoiding ~¢'. Thus ~j  satisfies 
(P1) and (P2). Since (2, s¢ )6~,  and ,~' is a cycle, ~j  satisfies (P3). Finally, ~j  satisfies 
(P4) because ~j_ 1 does and because N,. c~ z~¢'= 0. 
Case 3(b): Qe v(~) for some cycle ~ avoiding a set ~1 such that (~,~¢l)e~j-a.  
Since FeN"~' ,  and since ~'j_~ satisfies (P4), we conclude that ~' lC~N"=0. 
Moreover, since ~ is clique-edge xtendible avoiding ~11, there exists U~N,, such 
that QUeE(N). Let ~ '  be the path that starts in U and ends in Q such that ~=~'U.  
The cycle .~' in this case is 2~'S.  If QU is the only clique-edge incident with Q, then 
let ~"  be (~ ' \{F})~{Q}.  Otherwise, let ~"  be (~\{F})w~¢l.  Finally, let 
~=(~j_ l \{ (2 ,~) , (~,~)})w {(2',~¢')}. Note that A*#Q since Q~N,, and m>2 
whereas A* eNz. 
Since ,~ is clique-edge xtendible avoiding z~', ~ is clique-edge extendible avoiding 
~¢ 1, and F U e E(2') is a clique-edge, 2' is clique-edge extendible avoiding ~¢'. Thus ~j  
satisfies (P1) and (P2). Since (~,~)¢~j ,  and ~' is a cycle, ~ satisfies (P3). Finally, 
since ~"~N, ,  __%_ {Q}, ~ satisfies (P4). 
Case 3(c): Qe v(~) for some path ~ avoiding a set ~¢~ such that (~, ~¢1)~j_  1. In 
this case we replace the paths 2 and ~? with a longer path 2'. As in Case 3(b), there 
exists U~N,. such that QUeE(~I). Let ~trl be the path that ends in Q and ~tr2 be the 
path that starts in U such that ~/'a "W2 =~ (or the reversed path of ~). 
We form the longer path 2 '= ~/¢~12#~z. If QU is the only clique-edge incident 
with Q in ~, then let ~¢ '=(~' \{F})~Cl~{Q}.  Otherwise, let ~"=(~' \{F) )~¢1.  
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Finally, let 2 j  = (2j_ 1", {(2, d ) ,  (2, s¢~ )}) w {(2', ~,,1' )}. Note again that A* # Q (for the 
same reasons given in Case 3(b)). 
Since 2 is clique-edge extendible avoiding s~', 2 is clique-edge extendible avoiding 
s/1, and FU~E(2') is a clique-edge, 2' is clique-edge extendible avoiding d ' .  Thus 2 j  
satisfies (P1) and (P2). Since (2, sO) ¢2j,  and 2' is a path that has the same end-vertices 
as 2 neither of which are in ,~j (a condition of Case 3 is that Mj ~ d = {S}), 2 j  satisfies 
(P3). Finally, since d '  ~ , .  c {Q}, 2 j  satisfies (P4). 
Case 3(d): Q=Qj for somej¢{2,3, ...,r-3, r-2}, and QjQj+I~E(2). In this case 
we break up 2 into two paths and use these paths to form two cycles 2'1 and 2~. Let 
2=~W" z so that ~ starts in S and ends in Q j, and W 2 starts in Qj+1 and ends 
in F. 
Let ,~ ] = ~¢~1S and if Q j_ 1Qj • E(2 ), then let d ' l  = (~' n V(Y¢#I )) w { Qj }. Otherwise, 
let s~/'l=(s/c~ V(~V'I)). Moreover, let 2~=~22j+1,  s¢~=(~-/c~V(~z))\{F}, and 
'~ j  ~"~-('~j- 1 \,, [ (2,32~)})k-)[  (2'1 ,Y~I ' , I A*  , ),(22,S~'z)j. Note that Qj¢ since Qje~m. 
Since 2 is clique-edge xtendible avoiding s,/, and Qjes~¢'l if and only if 
Q j_ ~QjCE(2), 2'~ is clique-edge extendible avoiding s~"~. Also, since 2 is clique-edge 
extendible avoiding z~' and FQj+~ eE(2'z) is a clique-edge, 2~ is clique-edge xten- 
dible avoiding s¢~. Since QIQ2eE(2]) is a clique-edge as well (note that j~>2), 2 j  
satisfies (P1) and (P2). Since (2 ,~)q!2 j  and 2'1 and 2~ are cycles, 2 j  satisfies (P3). 
Finally, since ~1'1 nM,~ _= tQjlt ~ and x~'~ c~N',,=0, 2j satisfies (P4). 
Case 3(e): Q=Qj for some jc{2,3 ..... r -2 ,  r -  1 }, and QiQj+lq~E(2). In this case, 
form a longer cycle from 2. Note that since QjQj+ 1 ¢E(2) and Qj¢s/, Qj_ 1QjeE(2). 
Let 2=~"/¢/~ so that ~]  starts in S and ends in Qj-1, and ~#~ starts in Qj and 
ends in F. 
We define 2'=~i¢~F~zS where ~1/2 is the reverse of ~Fz. Moreover, let 
sff'=(s/\,{F})w{Qj}, and 2j=(2j_1\{(2,s~/)})~{(2',.~J')}. Again note that 
Q~ # A*. 
Since 2 is clique-edge xtendible avoiding ~,  and FQ~ ~eE(2') is a clique-edge 
and Qj~s/', 2' is clique-edge xtendible avoiding ,~/'. Thus 2 j  satisfies (PI) and (P2). 
Since (2, ,4)¢2j, and 2' is a cycle, ~j  satisfies (P3). Finally, since Qj replaces F in ~' ,  
2~ satisfies (P4). 
Case 3(f): Q=Q,. Since Q#QI, r>~3. Let 2 '=2S,  and let 2~=(2~_ (\\{(2,~)})w 
{(2',s~')}. Since Q~Qz~E(2') is a clique-edge, ~j  satisfies (P1) and (P2). Since 
(2, ,~4)¢2j, and 2' is a cycle, 2 j  satisfies (P3). Moreover, 2 j  satisfies (P4) since 2j_ 
does. 
Thus 2 j  satisfies (P1) (P4) and hence by induction, ~ ,  satisfies (P1)-(P4). By (P3), if 
(2,~,~)~2~, then 2 is a cycle. 
We extend the cycles in 2 ,  even further. First, suppose for some i • {2, 3 ..... u }, there 
exist (21,s~' ~), (2~, xe'2) e2, ,  2~ :/:22, such that 21 has a clique-edge U~ V~ in M~, and 
2l  also has a clique-edge U2 V2 in M~. We can then replace (2~,sCa) and (22,s/2) in 
2 .  with (~,, .~'a w s~/2), where ~ is the cycle obtained by deleting the edge U ~ V~ of 21 
and the edge U2 V2 of 22 and replacing them with the edges U~ U2 and V1V2. Let 
2,+ ~ be a set resulting from performing this type of replacement as many times as 
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possible on each ~'~ (some cycles may be extended more than once). Then ~¢.+a 
satisfies (P1)-(P4), and the additional property: 
(P5) For i= 2, 3 ..... u, ]{_~: (.~, ~¢)~Y/~ for some ~/, .~ has a clique-edge in ~}[ ~< 1. 
Second, if there exists a vertex Be~,  for some ie {2, 3 ..... u }, such that B is not on 
any cycle _~ avoiding a set d with ( -~ ,~)~,+1,  then B may be included on a cycle 
that has a clique-edge in ~ (if one exists). Since ~.+ ~ satisfies (P5), there is at most one 
cycle .@ avoiding a set d (with (.~, ~)e  ~,  + ~) that has a clique-edge U V in ~.  If there 
is one, we extend .~ by replacing U V with UB V (the set d remains the same). Do this 
for any such B in ~*  and let ~,+2 be the resulting set of pairs of modified cycles and 
sets. Then ~.+2 satisfies (P1)-(P5). 
From now on, let 
for i=2, 3 ..... u. Note that since ~u+2 satisfies (P4), [di] ~< 1. Moreover, ~u+2 satisfies 
the additional property: 
(P6) For all i~{2,3 ..... u}, if there exists a cycle .~ avoiding a set d with 
( -~,d)e~u+2 such that 2 has a clique-edge in ~i, then every vertex B~i \ ,d~ is 
in V(.@). 
We are now ready to form the p-path that starts in A*. Start by letting U2--A*. 
Since ~,+2 satisfies (P1), U2 e~z\d2 .  If U2 is on some cycle .~ avoiding a set d such 
that ( -~,~/)~/ .+2,  then U2¢d and so there exist a V2~2\~ 2 such that 
U2 V2eE(-~) since .~ is clique-extendible avoiding d .  We then let 5"2 be the path 
defined by .~ = 5°2U2. Note that ~2 c ~¢2w V(5~2) by (P6). If U2 is not on some cycle, 
then let ~z  be the path which starts in U2 and includes all the vertices of ~ '2 \d2  in 
any order (note that none of these vertices are on a cycle avoiding a set in ~/.+2 by 
(P6)). Let 5P 2 end in the vertex //2. 
If ~3CdauV(5~2) ,  then let 5~3=5e 2 and Va=V2 . Otherwise, V(~'PZ)U3 
(~6'3\d3)=0 by (P6), and so let U3 be a neighbor of//2 such that U3e~3\d3. This is 
possible since//2 has ] V2[ - 1 >~ l -  1 ~> 2 neighbors in ~3 and [d3[ ~< 1. Using the above 
method we form a path that starts at U3, ends in some vertex Va~a\da ,  and 
includes all of the vertices of ~'3\d3.  Adjoining this path to the end of 5e2 we form 
a path 5"3 which starts in U2 and ends in V3 and contains all of the vertices of 
( ,~2\ .~2) k.) (,~3 \~ 3). 
Suppose that for some je  {3,4 ..... u -1  }, we have formed a path ~ which starts 
in U2, ends in a vertex V~, and which contains all of the vertices from 
(~2\d2)  ~Y(.~3\~3) ~ "'" u ( .~ j \ \~. i )  . | f ,~ j+ 1 c ~. i+~ ~) V(~.~j), then let 5~+ 1 =~ and 
V~+ ~ = V~. Otherwise, V (~)  ~ (~+ 1\~¢j+ 1 ) = 0 by (P6), and so let U~+ ~ be a neighbor 
of V~ such that U~+~;+~kd~+~.  We extend ~ to a path 5~.+ ~ using the method of 
the last paragraph. Let ~+~ end in a vertex V~+ ~. 
In both cases, we have formed a path ~+ ~ which starts in U2, ends in a vertex 
V~+~*\~,  and which contains all of the vertices from (,~2\,5~¢2)~ 
('~3\'2~3) ~ "'" ~ (~'~j+ l\ J:~j+ 1). NOW the path ~ which we get by induction actually 
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contains all the vertices of M* \~I .  This is because ach cycle avoiding a set in ~,+ 2 
has a clique-edge by (P2) and hence will be used to form some 5ej. Moreover, for all 
i=2,3 ..... u, any element in d l  is in some cycle avoiding a set in ~u+2 and thus in 
some 6ej. 
The p-path we want is just 6~u. [] 
The majority of the work for Theorem 1 is done in the last proposition. All that 
remains is to form small cycles and to change the long paths into cycles. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let CD~E(G) and let q6{3,4 ...... [V(G)[}. We will construct 
a q-cycle in G which uses CD. Let B*e~ be such that IB*l=u and let b=l~xl .  We 
have five cases depending on where C and D are in relation to M*. 
Case 1: B*~{C,D}. Suppose without loss of generality that B*=C and that 
DeM1. If q<~b+ 1, then choose q -2  vertices from ~I \{D} and order them to form 
a path. Let the last vertex on the path be called A. The path B*D along with the 
constructed path and the edge AB* is a q-cycle that uses CD. If q>b+ 1, then form 
a (b+ 1)-cycle 2 using CD as just described and let 2 '  be that path defined by 
2 '=2\{AB*} .  Let A* be a neighbor of A in ~'2. If q=b+2,  then .~'A*B* is a q-cycle 
containing CD. If q>b+2,  then by Proposition 3 there is a (q- (b+2)) -path  ~ that 
starts in A*, ends in ~'*\~'1,  and uses only vertices from ~' \ (~ I~{B*}) .  The 
required q-cycle is 2 '~B* .  
Case 2: C~B*={x}=D~B* for some xe  V. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that x = b l so that C, D ~ ~1. B*CDB* is a 3-cycle using CD. For 4 ~< q~< b + 1, 
choose any q -3  vertices from :~I\{C,D} and order them to form a path letting the 
last vertex be called A. Continue as in Case 1. 
Case 3: Cc~B*={x} and OnB*={y} for some x, yeF, x#y.  Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that x=b~ and y=b2 so that Ce~' l  and D6~'2. B*CDB* 
is a 3-cycle using CD. For 4~<q~<b+2, choose any q -3  vertices from ~1\{C} and 
order them to form a path 2. Then B*2CDB* is a q-cycle using CD. For q>b+2,  let 
.~ be a path with b -  1 vertices constructed as just described. By Proposition 3 there is 
a (q-(b +2))-path ~ that starts in D, ends in ~* \M~,  and uses only the vertices from 
~' \ (~x u {B* }). The required q-cycle is B*2C~IB*. 
Case 4: ICcnB*I+IDnB*I=I. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
C~B*={b~} and that DnB*=O so that Ce~'~ and D¢M*. Let B be a neighbor of 
D in ~1 that is not C. Then BCDB is a 3-cycle in G and B*CDBB* is a 4-cycle in G. 
For qe{5,6 ..... b+2}, choose q -4  vertices from ~ none of which is B or C, and 
order them to form a path. Let the last vertex on this path be called A. The path 
B*CDB along with the constructed path and the edge AB* is a q-cycle that uses CD. If 
q > b + 2, then form a (b + 2)-cycle 2 as just described and let 2 '  be the path defined by 
deleting the edge AB* from 2. Let A* be a neighbor of A in ~2. If q=b+3,  then 
2'A'B* is a q-cycle using CD. I fq > b + 3, they by Proposition 3 there is a (q -  (b + 3))- 
path ~ that starts in A*, ends in ~* \~,  and uses only vertices from 
M\ (~I  ~ {B*, D}). The required q-cycle is 2 '~B*.  
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Case 5: Cc~B*=O=Dc~B*. Let cEC\D and d~D\C. There is a block Be~ such 
that {c, d} ~ B. BCDB is a 3-cycle containing CD. Let C1 be a neighbor of C in ~'1 and 
let DI be a neighbor of D in ,~1 such that D1 #C1 (D has IDI neighbors in M~ since 
DnB* =0). D1C1CDD1 is a 4-cycle in G that uses CD and B*C1CDD1B* is a 5-cycle 
in G that uses CD. For q e {6, 7 ..... b + 3}, choose q -5  vertices from M~ none of which 
is C 1 or  D1, and order them to form a path. Let the last vertex on this path be called A. 
The path B*C~CDDI along with the constructed path and the edge AB* is a q-cycle 
that uses CD. If q > b + 3, then form a (b + 3)-cycle _~ as just described and let .~' be the 
path defined by deleting the edge AB* from .~. Let A* be a neighbor of A in ~'2. If 
q = b + 3, then .~'A*B* is a q-cycle using CD. If q > b + 4, then by Proposition 3there is 
a (q-(b+4))-path ~ that starts in A*, ends in ~* \~,  and uses only vertices from 
~\ (~1 w {B*, C, D}). The required q-cycle is .~'~B*. 
In each case, a q-cycle is constructed which uses CD. Therefore, G is edge- 
pancyclic. [] 
3. Conclusion 
This paper has shown that the block-intersection graph of any pairwise balanced 
design with 2 = 1 and minimum block cardinality at least 3 is edge-pancyclic and, in 
particular, hamiltonian. If 2 > 1, then the block-intersection graph of such a design 
need not be hamiltonian, although characterizing those designs whose graphs are 
hamiltonian is unsettled. Still open are the related questions when the design has 
blocks of cardinality 2. It seems very unlikely that the proof of Theorem 1 can be 
generalized in this regard. If the design has v points and only has blocks of cardinality 
2, then it is just the complete graph Kv and its block-intersection graph is just the line 
graph of Kv, L(Kv). Using a similar technique (but a lot less complex) to that of the 
proof of Theorem 1, the following may be shown (the proof is omitted here). 
Theorem 4. If(V, ~) is a BIBD(v, 2, 1), then the block-intersection graph B1 (~) ~- L(Kv) 
is edge-pancyclic. 
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